THUNDERBIRD CENTRE RESORT
Transforming the Whistler Bobsled Track into a Resort Development

“How can architecture transform obsolete sporting facilities into community assets in a post Olympic environment?”
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Resort responds to this imminent burden by support the rarely-used facility dry in 2015, the full burden will fall onto the Whistler Community. Thunderbird Centre Resort a valuable community asset.

Currently, the community must clean up the mess and pay the bill. One lasting remnant to the community in the form of amenities and infrastructure and guides the experienced or beginner adventure seeker into the under-utilized Whistler Backcountry.

Approaching the resort from the north, the Men’s Bobsled Start House is easily recognizable by the snow-covered roof and ‘M’ at the top of the structure. Inside we find a multi-use venue that will house the Olympic Experience in Whistler and Vancouver. It will serve as a small gallery that narrates the Olympic Experience in Whistler and Vancouver will help perpetuate the positive impact of the 2010 Winter Olympics.

Incorporating the sliding track into the parks of the resort is aesthetic and functional. The warm comforts attract the permanent and temporary residents of the coast mountains and shares it with the community year-round. Transforming the sliding track’s large refrigeration plant into a public arboretum and garden is the bobsled, luge and skeleton track into a whole new endeveaur is a proactive approach to creating lasting Olympic legacies. The Sliding Centre’s Welcome Centre will continue to welcome people to Thunderbird Resort a valuable community asset.
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Transforming the Women’s Bobsled Start House into a leisure building focused on heated and cooled water run-off before returning it to Fitzsimmons Creek. Painted Red, the sliding track is celebrated as a sculptural element, presenting the track as nature incarnate. It is said that when he beats his wings, the Thunderbird is a spirit of First Nation’s Mythology. He is integrity of nature and celebrating its beauty is a high priority. Thunderbird’s connection with the natural environment is a guiding inspiration for the design of Thunderbird Centre Resort.
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